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During the years of independence the terminology of the Azerbaijani langu
age developed and improved considerably. There are numerous new terms in 
various spheres of science and technology. Some terms that used to be conven
tional have been made more precise. At present significant changes have taken 
place in various spheres of technology. Sectorial technologies have been enri
ched; monographic researches have been dedicated to the comparative study of 
terms on the basis of the materials of the English and Azerbaijani languages.

In the period of independence the use of terms in the press, broadcast and 
telecast is one of the most urgent problems that demands serious study and 
research. Certain work has been done in this sphere; all kinds of articles dedica
ted to the use of particular sectorial terms in press have been published.

It is impossible to acquire knowledge, propagate the latest achievements of 
science and technology without adequate terminology. That is why appropriate 
and correct use of terms is necessary.

From this point of view, there are serious defects in the use of particular 
terms in the press. It is caused by the increasing number of press means during 
the last few years and by the following facts: people working in press organs are 
specialists in the various spheres; authors whose works are published in the 
press instead of keeping to the rules and norms of language are quite free in this 
matter.

T he reh ab ilita tio n  o f  independence  o f  A zerb a ijan  m ade  it  p o ss ib le  to  jo in  the 
in te rna tiona l p rocesses o f  the country. T he n ew  soc ia l-po litica l cond itions in c lu 
d ing  th e  co un try  as a  sub jec t o f  in te rna tiona l re la tions ap p rec iab ly  ex tended  the 
sphere o f  use  and  em p loym en t o f  the  A zerba ijan i language. I t cau sed  th a t the 
p u b lica tio n  o f  w orks started  dealing  w ith  n ew  sp h eres1 .

1 S. Sadigova, The processes in contemporary Azerbaijani terminology, „Science and educa
tion”, Baku, 2010, p. 38.
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At present the terms applied to the spheres of social-political life, internatio
nal law, economics and information technology are widely used in the press.

There have been certain tendencies in the attitude to the terminology system 
of the language lately. One of such tendencies is the changing of terms that used 
to be applied in the Azerbaijani language for a long time and then became 
unnecessary, for example: idman -  sport, toqaud -  pensiya „pension”, doroco
-  kategoriya „category”, mukalimo -  dialoq „dialogue”, omsal -  koefisiyent 
„coefficient”, islahat -  reforma „reform”, islahat^i -  reform at „reformer”, surot
-  obraz „character, type”, sohm -  aksiya „share”, sohdar -  aksioner „stockhol
der”, yenilik^i -  novator „innovator”, ixrac -  eksport „export”, idxal -  import 
„import” etc. At present, a parallel use of terms that designate the same notions 
is widely spread in the Azerbaijani language.

It is extremely important to struggle against such cases and to stabilize 
terms. Only such variants of terms that express the meaning most precisely and 
meet the requirements of the terminological norms of the Azerbaijani language 
must be chosen from among the terms used parallel and preserved, because 
duplicates in terminology cause muddle. New terms used in the press are often 
carried out not only by all kinds of specialists but by journalists. It takes place 
out of a specialist’s attitude to a term. As a result, such a term is not used rightly 
and does not correspond to terminological norms.

The contemporary Azerbaijani language has a great deal of wide word- 
formation potential. „That is why when determining and creating a term to 
express some notion, it is necessary to look deep into the composition of the 
language and to use its resources and means rationally.”2

Scores of such new words and terms as soyqirimi „genocide”, ^imorlik 
„beach”, nofoslik „ventilation pane”, odonc „payment”, qa^qin „refugee”, didor- 
gin „exile”, ko^kun „settler”, mocburi ko^kun „forced settler”, §ohidlik „martyr
dom”, anlam „understanding”, onomli „important”, qar§idurma „opposition”, 
yenidonqurma „reorganization”, a^iqlama „explanation”, yonum „direction”, 
soylom „narration”, yel^okor „ventilator”, tixac „traffic jam” etc. have been 
created lately. Such words and terms formed in various ways have found their 
own place in the contemporary vocabulary.

There are quite a number of unittelligible, indefinite terms among the new 
ones.

When determining the names of some notions including plants, animals, 
fish, birds translators, scientists, authors of scientific works and text-books find 
it problematic. In such cases it is more reasonable to appeal to the national 
language and various dialects.

2 M. B. Mamedova, Word-formation in the press. -  Philological thoughts, „Nurlan”, Baku, 
2005, p. 45.
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Terms are one of the main means that ensure the concreteness of a given 
idea. If there were not appropriate terms in the language, all thoughts would be 
given in a descriptive manner. It should be taken into consideration that, in the 
first place, terms are units that belong to science and terminology. They are 
widely used in the literature connected with those spheres. Superfluous loading 
of the press with terms harms its lucidity. Such materials are difficult to under
stand. It is not satisfactory for a columnist style. It is significant to use terms in 
the press, radio and television only as required and they must be used correctly 
and chosen accurately. As the modern scientific and technical progress is con
nected with the development of economics and culture, the terminology of the 
Azerbaijani language develops rapidly. Especially the development of science, 
the rise of new spheres of research, the expansion of intercommunication of 
natural and technical sciences cause the creation of new notions and correspon
ding terms. Rich terminology applying to innumerable fields of science, termi
nology, economics and culture has been created in the Azerbaijani language.

However, in connection with the development of the social improvement of 
terminology of the Azerbaijani, language is a process that always goes on. The 
press is one of the most important means that develops terminology on the basis of 
scientific principles, brings enrichment into line with laws of the internal develop
ment of the language, makes new terms more common and carries them to people. 
The press is not indifferent to novelty in the society; while analyzing social struc
ture, political and economic conditions, social problems, the press informs people 
about the modern reality, internal and foreign data in a simple and easy language 
and holds a leading place in the creation and use of new terms connected with 
various spheres of social life. Such outstanding Azerbaijani intellectuals a s
H. Zardabi, A. Huseynzada, J. Mamedkulizada, A. Hagverdiyev, U. Hajibeyov, 
T. Kocharli did a great deal of work in that field by means of the press.

The enrichment, of the Azerbaijani terminological vocabulary by national 
terms intensified in the late eighties and in the early nineties.

National terms based on the national roots are preferred in order to inform 
people about different processes in the society in a laconic form. The national
liberation movement in Azerbaijan stimulated the creation of new words, the 
popularization of notions connected with this process in the vocabulary. Thus, 
numerous terms-words that used to be archaisms and historicisms in the press 
have come back to the language again and consolidated their position in the 
vocabulary, for example: ?avu§ „sergeant”, alay „regiment”, gizir „praporschik”, 
taqim „battery”, ferari „deserter”, cihad „jihad”, onder „advance guard”, ^ecere 
„legacy”, icare „lease; tenure; rent”, icaredar „tenant; lessee; leaseholder”, 
soyqirim „genocide”, muxalifet „opposition” etc.

Such newspapers as „Azerbaijan”, „Xalq qezeti” („National newspaper”), 
„Ses” („Voice”), „Yol” („Way”), „Azadliq” („Freedom”), „Millet” („Nation”),
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„Heyat” („Life”), „Istiqlal” („Independence”), „Seher” („Morning”), „525-ci 
qezet” („Newspaper №525”), („Pres-fakt”), „7 gun” („7 days”) and others play
ed an important role in the development of the language. Numerous terms con
nected with the social-political events and other factors were created in these 
newspapers, for example: yetersay „quorum”, yasaq „prohibition”, basqi „occu
pation”, milli suverenlik „national sovereignty”, informasiya tezyiqi „informa
tion pressure”, iqtisadi heyat „economic life”, xalq hereketi „national move
ment”, insan haqqlari „human rights”, demokratik fikir „democratic idea”, milli 
ordu „national army”, fovqelade veziyyet „state of emergency”, siyasi muxalifet 
„political opposition” etc. So any new term created in the language in connec
tion with a given social-political process in the society in the first place reaches 
people by means of the press and being used becomes normative and comes into 
the terminological system. For example: such terms as magistr „master”, veksel 
„promissory note; bill of exchange”, investisiya „investment”, audit, bakalavr 
„bachelor”, marketing „marketing” were used in the press and became common.

A decisive role of one’s native language in the creation of terms in the press must 
be taken into consideration. When expressing new notions by choosing a word 
from within the vocabulary of the native language, one should either find the 
equivalents of borrowings or use terms made by loan translation3.

So the Azerbaijani language must be purified from the strange influence in 
the first place at the expense of the rich treasury of the national language, that is 
to say, at the expense of potential of the Azerbaijani language. For example, 
such words as soyuducu „refrigerator”, dondurma „ice-cream”, tikinti „buil
ding”, vergi „tax”, ol?u „measure” used to sound strange. Being used in the 
language they adapted themselves to the Azerbaijani language and found their 
place in the vocabulary. Some terms that have been created lately have been 
successfully replaced by the Azerbaijani words: biznesmen -  i§ adami „business
man”, deputat -  millet vekili „deputy”, kompromis -  raziliga gelmek „compro
mise”, transfer -  ko^urulme „transfer”, veksel -  odeme „promissory note; bill of 
exchange”. Some terms stand the test of time and take root in the language, but 
some do not. For example, such words as kompyuter -  bilgisayar „computer”, 
konstitusiya -  ana yasa „constitution”, olay -  hadise „event” have been used in a 
parallel form for a long time. Evidently, modern processes in the Azerbaijani 
language are reflected in the press. Thus, during the last ten years hundreds of 
words left the Azerbaijani language and instead of them terms corresponding to 
the grammar rules of the language took their place. For example, genosid -  
soyqirim „genocide”, familiya -  soyad „surname”, muveqqeti sulh -  ate^kes

3 B. M. Pererva, Do terms regenerate in general use?, „Science” 1981, p. 93.
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„temporary truce”, biznesmen -  i§adamy „businessman” etc. At the same time 
borrowings, national words and words borrowed from the other Turkic langu
ages began to be used in the press in a parallel form in order to denote the same 
notion. Hence, sometimes such terms as avanqard -  oncul „vangurd”, sulh -  
bari§ „peace”, rusum -  vergi „tax”, ondor -  ba§gi „head, chief”, ittifaq -  birlik 
„association”, xarici -  yaddelli „foreign”, konstitusiya
-  ana yasa „constitution”, sufir -  elgi „ambassador”, muasir -  gagda§ „modern”, 
xususi -  ozol „special”, veto -  qadaga „prohibition” were used together in the 
same article in order to denote the same notion. Many of them became widely 
used words; then one of the parallel used terms not being common was forced 
out of the language.

Most terms are used in the press in the same form as in the European 
languages, but some of them are translated into the Azerbaijani language. It is 
necessary to examine the vocabulary of the Azerbaijani language and to determi
ne the existence or absence of an equivalent of a certain term. If there is an 
equivalent of a foreign term, it is inexpedient to use the latter. Such peculiarities 
must be taken into consideration in the press. Indeed, a term must be mono- 
semantic. When readers are faced with such terms as dustur „formula”, naqil 
„conductor”, omsal „coefficient” in one newspaper and with koefisiyent „coeffi
cient”, formul „formula”, kegirici „conductor” in another one, they perceive 
them as different notions. However, these terms denote the very same notion. It 
is extremely important and necessary to eliminate such defects that took roots in 
the press long ago. The terms created on the basis of internal potential of the 
Azerbaijani language must be thought over, too; not every word or combination 
of words can be rendered in the press.

Sometimes there is an individual approach to the adoption a certain term. 
For example: analiz -  gozmok „analysis”, alternative -  segonok „alternative”, 
linqvist -  dilbilimgi „linguist”, kompromis -  anla§it „compromise”, hadiso
-  olay „event”, disput -  tarti§ma „debate”, qagqin -  kogmon „refugee” etc. If the 
term adopted and used by specialists is distorted or replaced by another one, it 
makes thinking difficult. That is why the terms adopted by specialists must be 
used precisely without any changes.

The newspaper „Okingi” („Ploughman”) published by the great Azerbaijani 
enlightener Zardabi and the newspaper „Ko§kul” (ko§kul means „a cup made 
from a nutshell”) published by J. Unsizada played an important role in the 
development of terminology of the Azerbaijani language. The language of inte
resting articles by these publishers dedicated to various themes, new words, 
expressions, terms created by them is still used in the Azerbaijani language, for 
example: qozet „newspaper”, qozetgi „pressman; news-writer”, matbaa „prin
ting-house”, uzvi maddo „organic substance”, yer qabigi „the earth’s crust”, 
gozluk „eye-glasses” etc.
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„When creating scientific terms the newspapers „Okin^i” and „K9§kul” 
used the Azerbaijani language as the main source and thus tried to make these 
terms clear for people”.4

During the years of independence the lexical -  terminological vocabulary of 
the newspaper language is extremely varied. It includes spheres of social-politi
cal life. The terms connected with various spheres of science, terminology, eco
nomy, culture, economics etc. are widely used in contemporary newspapers.

Azerbaijan as a sovereign state increases its comprehensive relations with 
the other countries of the world and it causes the creation of new terms in all 
spheres. These terms are formed both on the basis of intra-linguistic potential 
and under the influence of the European and Turkic states. New words used both 
in numerous scientific spheres and in the arts, formed on the basis of intra- 
linguistic potential or borrowed from the other languages enter the vocabulary of 
the Azerbaijani language. So such a change that takes place during the years of 
independence actualizes scientific research of new terms and the determination 
of their formation and transfer into the language.

Scientific progress, political and cultural development have caused the cre
ation of new terms. One of the main tasks was the prevention of the mass spread 
of new terms in the language. In this connection on June18 2001 the „Decree of 
the improvement of employment of the state language” was adopted.

Political terms: such terms are widely used. They are mainly used in foreign 
news, international material, reports and papers.

Some of these terms and combinations of terms are comprehended by the 
public: mafiya „mafia”, menecer „manager”, korrupsiya „corruption”.

Some terms used in newspapers are difficult to understand: penitensiar „pe- 
nitentiary”, ombudsman, repetitor, brifing „briefing”, investisiya „investment”, 
karrikulum „curriculum”, demping „damping”, devalvasiya „devaluation”.

Term-formation in the press language is one of the problems that has 
a scientific basis and law.

It is known that vocabulary is constantly enriched by new words and terms 
and this process is more active in regard to the other layers of the language. Yet, 
the intensity of the development of this process is not the same in all periods.

The ways and sources of term-formation are used according to the social
political requirements of a concrete period. Thus, a certain lexical, grammatical 
element that used to be more active in term-formation several years later is 
relegated to the background, or the main source in term-formation gives up its 
place to the other one.

4 H. Gasimova, Term-formation in the Azerbaijani language during the years o f  independen
ce: Abstract o f  M aster’s thesis, Baku 2007, p. 3.
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Some of the terms in the vocabulary of newspaper’s language were directly 
borrowed from the European languages.

„Terminology as a vocabulary enters the literary language and becomes its 
part. Within its meaning it cannot be material of the literary language”.5

’’Moving away from its functional meaning a given term approximates to 
widely used words. This approach becomes a regular process in relation between 
language and speech”.6

The dynamics of the terminological system of the language and its change
ability according to the development of the society is a natural process. Nowa
days, the enrichment of the terminological system of the language by new ele
ments is more active, because „the rapid development of science and technology 
causes the creation of new terms and enrichment of terminology in the Azerba
ijani language”.7

The rapid development in all spheres of the society during the years of 
independence of Azerbaijan is also reflected in the terminological system of the 
language.

Terminology in the Azerbaijani Press of the Independence Period

The authoress researches terminologies existing in the Azerbaijani press of the Indepen
dence period. She pays special attention to the shaping of terms, the terminological norm. 
She takes into account loanwords, the existence or lack of their equivalents in the Azerbaijani 
language. Abuses of certain terms in the press have been indicated, a concrete solution to 
remove them has been suggested. While carrying out the analysis of the lexical-grammatical 
composition of the language of the contemporary newspapers and magazines, the authoress 
refers to the history of the Azerbaijani press.

On the basis of the analysis of facts the authoress indicates properties of the contempo
rary means of mass information that contribute to the enrichment of the terminological basis 
of the literary Azerbaijani language and accelerate its structural-semantic development. The 
authoress emphasizes the fact that the process of forming terms in the literary language has 
an escalated character.

5 S. Sadihova, Theoretical problems o f  terminology o f  the Azerbaijani language, „Science”, 
Baku, 2010, p.3; M. Mamedova, Term-formation in the contemporary literary Azerbaijani langu
age -  The problems o f  Azerbaijani terminology, Baku, API, 1988, p. 16-18.

6 M. Bragina, Principles o f  lexical borrowing, „Urgent problems of lexicology”, Minsk 1980,
p. 28.

7 H. Guliyeva, Problems o f  terminology in the firs t Azerbaijani press, „Research”, Baku, 
2002, ^3, p. 28.


